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Bio S.I. Knows The Importance of Protecting Intertwined Waterways
Keeping Interconnected Waterways Pure with Water Doctor
Justin, TX – (December 2014) – Water is the keystone of life and as waterways are
interconnected, keeping all water clean is crucial to the health of lakes, ponds, rivers, and oceans.
Contamination spreads to fish, livestock, plants, and public drinking water. Bio S.I. Technology
(www.biositechnology.comn) offers, Water Doctor as an all-natural solution to murky lakes and
ponds to maintain water health from the smallest scale.
According to an EPA report, more than 250 million Americans rely on unpolluted, fresh water sources1. Water Doctor improves the aquatic
environment, leading to healthier wildlife, and healthier humans. With
potential run off coming from lawns, gardens, golf courses, and farms,
Water Doctor helps everyone do their part to maintain a pure watersystem. By adding beneficial microbes to the water, Water Doctor
effectively breaks down organic waste, fertilizer compounds, harmful
nitrates, phosphates and other contaminants that can ruin fresh water
and make it unsafe to drink or unusable.
“Bio S.I.’s Water Doctor is a preventative treatment that works
throughout the water layers and through the bottom sludge layers to
digest organic wastes,” says Wayne Tucker, CEO of Bio S.I. Technology. “It is not an algaecide, but
a completely natural and ecologically friendly method of controlling the problems that commonly
plague stock tanks, lakes, and ponds. The microbes in Bio S.I. Water Doctor are completely safe,
making its use safe for humans, animals, fish, water fowl, and plant life. Like all Bio S.I. products,
Water Doctor corrects the problem instead of treating the symptoms.”
Bio S.I.’s Water Doctor restores ponds and lakes to purity and keeps it clean with a blend of natural,
environmentally friendly microbes developed to:


Helps clarify lake or pond water



Improves the aquatic environment for fish and wildlife



Breaks down organic waste in the water
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http://www.epa.gov/agriculture/tsur.html
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Reduces fertilizer compounds from pond water



Reduces accumulated organic bottom sludge



Reduces algae growth



Adds beneficial microbes to the water
Keeping water safe and clean requires more than just treating the water. We have learned that
locating the source of contaminates is key to helping reduce their impact on water ways and ponds.
By treating these run off areas we can prevent a lot of costs and improve our water for our water
ways and animals efficiently and safely. Another Bio S.I. product that we use that helps keep water
clean and safe is the Ag + Humus. Ag + Humus is used to treat the areas from which water comes
into the ponds, stock tanks, or lakes called “run off areas”. We have farms and golf courses that
treat the “run off areas” with the Ag + Humus to help improve plant growth and root systems which
improves nutrient uptake to keep nitrates and phosphates from reaching any water system (streams
to ponds) of all sizes. Improved plant growth in run off areas will make a real difference in what
elements reach the water we need to keep clean.
Water Doctor is available in pints, quarts, gallons, 5 gallon pails, 55 gallon drums and even larger
sizes by request. When using Water Doctor, first determine the source of the problem before
applying Water Doctor. Water Doctor does not provide overnight results, but with proper application
achieves longer lasting, higher quality improvements. For direct purchases, please visit:
www.biositechnology.com.

About Bio S.I. Technology
Bio S.I. Technology, LLC is a USDA BioPreferred™ member and includes a team of experts who
have over 20 years of experience producing microbial products. Bio S.I produces a variety of
microbial products including Bio S.I. Turf Formula, Turf Select, Lawn & Garden Formula, Lawn &
Garden Select, Agriculture Formula, Water Doctor, Septic Cleanser Formula, Remediation Formula,
Floor-Mate for animal corrals/pens, and JACKPOT, a new pro-biotic product which brings the
naturally beneficial soil borne microbes found in nature to animals. For more information about Bio
S.I. Technology, or to purchase their cutting-edge formulas, please visit www.biositechnology.com .
If you would like further information, images, or would like to schedule an interview with Wayne
Tucker, President of Bio S.I. Technology, please contact Kevin Oaks via email at
koaks@christiecomm.com or by phone at 805-969-3744.
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